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ABSTRACT: We study experimentally the excitation of the radially
polarized conical surface plasmon polariton (SPP) in a fully metal-
coated conically tapered M-profile fiber which works as a “plasmonic
tip” for the scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM). This
structure extends the Kretschmann configuration to the conical
geometry. In this plasmonic tip, the radially polarized waveguide
mode, propagating inside the fiber, resonantly excites the radially
polarized SPP on the metal surface, which consequently gets confined
at the apex where the field oscillates longitudinally along the tip axis. We also demonstrate the reverse process, where a
longitudinal field excites the radially polarized SPP mode which then resonantly excites the radially polarized waveguide mode.
This plasmonic tip combines the advantageous properties of near-field optical probes. Though, it has the shape of an apertureless
SNOM tip, it can simplify the detection/excitation procedure and suppresses the background signal by its fiber-based design.
Unlike the sharp apertureless SNOM tips that detects only the longitudinal field component or aperture SNOM tips that detect
mostly the transversal component, the plasmonic tip detects both longitudinal and transversal field in collection mode and
backward-scattering mode, respectively. The plasmonic tip, with further improvements, can become an advanced tool in SNOM
due to its ability for background-free near-field detection, ease of operation, and higher conversion efficiency from far-field to
near-field than conventional tips.

KEYWORDS: plasmonic tip, radially polarized conical SPP, radially polarized fiber mode, longitudinal and transversal field, SNOM,
M-profile fiber

The biggest challenge for studying the optical properties of
nano-objects arises in efficient delivery and detection of

light to and from nanoscale regions. Surface plasmon polaritons
(SPPs) help to overcome this limit.1,2 It enables strong
confinement and enhancement of electromagnetic energy
below the diffraction limit of light in a variety of structures,
particularly in tapered metallic structures with sharp edges or
tips.3,4 Being hybrid electromagnetic waves, SPPs comprise
properties of transverse (photon) and longitudinal (plasmon)
waves. When propagating in tapered metallic structures toward
the sharp edges or apexes, longitudinal component of SPPs
field becomes more pronounced.5−14 This leads to a decrease
of the wavelength, thus, allowing it to get localized at the tip
apex and resulting in a highly confined and enhanced field at
the apex with a strong longitudinal component.5,7−9 This
phenomenon is called SPP superfocusing, and in a metallic
cone, it takes place only for the radially polarized SPP mode.7,8

Tip-enhanced microscopy technique, which provides the
highest spatial optical resolution among the optical detection
methods, takes advantage of SPP localization at a nanoscale
apex of a conical metallic tip.15−23 The localization can be
achieved either by exciting SPPs on a tip shaft21−23 or simply by

placing a tip in a focus of a tightly focused laser beam.15−20 In
the latter case, a focused radially polarized beam produces
stronger longitudinal field enhancement at the apex than a
linearly polarized one.18−20 The excitation of SPPs on a tip
shaft, which can be realized by incorporating a linear grating or
photonic crystal structures in the shaft,21−23 can improve the
resolution and contrast of the optical images. Although these
kinds of tip structures have high optical resolution, they have
low conversion efficiency of energy from the far-field to the
superfocusing SPP mode that generates a strong longitudinal
field at the tip apex. To exploit the power of SPP superfocusing
in scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) applica-
tions, a tip design is required which is simple to produce,
efficient in excitation of radially polarized SPP, applicable to
sample and tip scanning, and robust in different application
scenarios.
Theoretical studies showed that a high excitation efficiency of

a radially polarized SPP on a metallic cone can be realized in a
tapered and fully metal coated fiber via resonant coupling
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between a radially polarized waveguide (WG) and SPP
modes.24−31 To realize this tip experimentally, we suggest a
structure (hereafter called “plasmonic tip”) that can be
fabricated by tapering and fully metal-coating an M-profile32

fiber. This fiber has a special core design that guides cylindrical
vector beams, particularly a radially polarized mode, with high
modal purity. The plasmonic tip is essentially a Kretschmann
configuration with cylindrically symmetric conical geometry,
which enables efficient excitation of the radially polarized SPP
mode on a metallic cone. We present an experimental
realization of the plasmonic tip design and study systematically
the SPP excitation processes taking place in the tip as well as its
optical properties.
SPP Excitation by Kretschmann Configuration in

Conical Geometry. For a better illustration of the SPP
excitation in plasmonic tips, we compare schemes for exciting
SPPs by the Kretschmann configuration in planar and conical
geometries in Figure 1. To excite SPPs by the planar
Kretschmann configuration, which consists of a glass prism
coated by a thin metallic layer, the incidence angle of the
excitation beam is varied until the phase matching condition is
fulfilled (Figure 1a). Figure 1b shows calculated effective
indices (β/k0) of SPPs (blue line) and the incident beam (red
line) depending on the incidence angle, where β is a
propagation constant, and k0 is a wave vector in vacuum. The
crossing of lines indicates the phase matching angle. At this
angle of incidence, energy transfers from a free space beam to
SPPs by evanescent wave coupling through the metal layer, and
as a result, the reflection decreases (Figure 1c). In Figure 1c,
the dip in the calculated reflectance of the incidence beam
indicates excitation of SPPs at the corresponding angle.33

For the conical Kretschmann configuration, we use a fully
metal-coated conical dielectric waveguide (tapered optical fiber;
cross section in Figure 1d). This geometry represents the
plasmonic tip, which we study in this paper. Analytical models
of this conical structure have been investigated previously,24−27

and our theoretical treatment of the conical Kretschmann

configuration is fully based on ref 25. Figure 1e shows
calculations of the effective indices (β/k0) of the radially
polarized WG (TM01, red line) and SPP (TM0, blue line)
modes (described by eqs 4 and 8 in refs 25). The effective
indices of the WG and the SPP modes scale down and up with
the fiber radius, respectively. Thus, the adiabatically decreasing
radius enables phase matching between the WG and SPP
modes at a certain radius. The conical Kretschmann
configuration (plasmonic tip) supports the excitation of not
only the fundamental TM0 SPP mode but also excitation of
higher order plasmonic modes,34−36 whose profiles are not
radially symmetric. Higher order SPP modes are excited via
phase matching from higher order WG modes. These higher
order SPP modes have cutoffs at different cone radii, and they
radiate into the far field before reaching the tip-apex. Hence,
only the fundamental SPP mode (TM0, the superfocusing
mode) reaches the tip apex, and only this mode can be excited
by the radially polarized WG mode. In this paper, we focus on
the excitation of the fundamental conical SPP mode (TM0) that
can reach the tip apex.
Figure 1f shows the evolution of the mode amplitudes

(described by a system of the two coupled eqs 17 and 18 in ref
25, also see Supporting Information, S1) of the coupled radially
polarized WG (red line) and SPP (blue line) modes along the
propagation toward the tip. The WG mode amplitude
decreases at the tip radius where the phase matching occurs
while the SPP mode amplitude increases, indicating the
resonant energy transfer from the WG mode to the SPP
mode. The SPP excitation amplitude is over 90% for a tip with
a gold coating of 50 nm and a full cone angle of 20° at a free-
space excitation wavelength of λ0 = 784 nm (see the blue line in
Figure 1f). The coupling amplitude can also be well
approximated by Landau−Zener formula (the details can be
found in ref 25, see also Figure S1a in Supporting Information,
S1). The excitation efficiency is as high as in the planar
Kretschmann configuration. During the propagation to the apex
(≈4 μm), the calculated loss of the radially polarized SPP is

Figure 1. Comparison of Kretschmann geometries. (a−c) SPP excitation by the Kretschmann configuration in planar geometry. (d−f) SPP
excitation by the Kretschmann configuration in cylindrically symmetric conical geometry. (a, d) Schemes of the planar and conical geometries. (b)
Effective index (normalized propagation constant, β/k0) vs incidence angle in the planar geometry. (c) Reflectance of the incident beam vs incidence
angle in the planar geometry. (e) Effective indices (normalized propagation constant, β/k0) vs tip radius in the cylindrical geometry for the radially
polarized waveguide (WG) mode (TM01) and the fundamental SPP mode (TM0). (f) Amplitudes of the radially polarized WG mode (TM01) and
the fundamental SPP mode (TM0) vs distance to apex in cylindrical geometry. In (b), (c), (e), and (f), calculations were obtained with the
parameters λ0 = 784 nm, εsurr = 1, εdiel = 2.13, and εgold = −20.95 + 1.68i.39 In (b), (e), and (f), the imaginary part of εgold is neglected.
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about 22%. Thus, with this method, we can potentially deliver
about 76% of the energy of the radially polarized WG mode in
the tapered region to the longitudinally oscillating plasmonic
field at the apex of the tip (the details of the calculations are
shown in Supporting Information, S1). In comparison, in
standard aperture SNOM tips, only 0.01% of the WG energy
reaches the apex.37,38

Far-Field Side Emission of a Plasmonic Tip. The
plasmonic tips, used in our study, are fabricated by tapering
and fully gold coating M-profile fibers (Supporting Information,
S2 and S3). We have chosen M-profile fibers due to their
specially designed core, which allows us to guide the radially
polarized mode reliably over long distances with high modal
purity.32 As explained in Methods, we first excite selectively the
radially polarized mode in the fiber with the plasmonic tip.
Then, we investigate an about 20 μm long section close to the
apex of the tip by observing its far-field emission to the side.
The radially polarized WG mode (TM01) can excite the

fundamental conical SPP mode (TM0) due to the non-
orthogonality and phase matching between the WG and SPP
modes. The longitudinal electrical field vector of the TM0 SPP
mode increases as it approaches the tip apex. Eventually, it
behaves like a longitudinal dipole oscillating (along the tip axis)
at the apex,24 which results in strong far-field emission to the
side (Figure 2a). Therefore, the side emission from the tip apex
indicates the excitation of the fundamental conical SPP mode.
The sharper the tip is, the stronger the longitudinal field at the
apex is, consequently, the stronger the emission to the side is.
Here, we have to note that, for sharp tips, the cone angle should
not be very small; otherwise, the SPP propagation loss can
overwhelm the field enhancement, making the SPP localization
at the apex insignificant.7,40 The connection between the
fundamental conical SPP and the longitudinal field at the apex
will be investigated further in this article.
Figure 2b shows a typical side emission pattern of a

plasmonic tip, which has an apex radius of 125 nm, a gold
thickness of 130 nm, and a full cone angle of 10°, overlaid with
the tip scanning electron microscope image. The apex side
emission has been demonstrated before in an electrochemically
etched ultrasharp gold tip with an apex size of 20 nm.22,23,41

Although the apex size of our plasmonic tip is large compared
to the electrochemically etched tips, the presence of the
longitudinal field is well observable.
A strong longitudinal field can also be observed in a focused

radially polarized beam in free space.42 When focusing a radially
polarized beam with a high numerical aperture objective, the
longitudinal field component increases toward the focus and it
dominates over the transversal field component in the focus.42

We observed a similar effect also for the plasmonic tips. The
polarization-resolved side emission patterns of the plasmonic
tip show that the emission is polarized longitudinally
(Supporting Information, S5).
Apart from the apex emission, we observed weak spots away

from the apex (see the yellow intensity profile curve of the side
emission in Figure 2b), which are due to cutoffs of higher order
SPP modes and perhaps also a bit of higher order WG modes.
We checked the quality of the metal coating to make sure that it
is free of imperfections that can cause strong scattering of SPP
before they reach the apex. We did this check by cross-
sectioning the tips and performing scanning electron
microscopy imaging of the metal layer (see Figure S2 in
Supporting Information). Higher order SPP modes reach cutoff
at different radii of the tip away from the apex and radiate to
far-field.34−36

Near-Field Analysis of a Plasmonic Tip Apex. As we
mentioned above, the strong emission from the plasmonic tip
apex to the side is related to the longitudinal field. To
conclusively ensure its existence at the apex, we probed the
near-field of the tip by investigating the planar SPPs excited by
the plasmonic tip on a planar metallic surface in a SNOM
setup. We placed the plasmonic tip perpendicularly to the
planar gold surface to excite SPPs on it and analyzed their
propagation directions by scattering them into the far-field. To
scatter the planar SPPs in the far-field in normal direction, a
bull’s eye grating, consisting of a disk surrounded by periodic
annular slits, was milled into the gold film (Figure 3a, see
Methods). Since the longitudinal electric field at the apex,
oscillating along the tip axis, is perpendicular to the planar gold
surface, the planar SPPs, excited on the planar surface, have a
radially polarized longitudinal component (parallel to the
grating surface) that is radially symmetric with respect to the tip
axis.43 Therefore, the field distribution of the planar SPPs can
be described by the Hankel function of zeroth order
(Supporting Information, S6), which is a cylindrically
symmetric function. The time-snapshot of SPP field
( e[Ez]

2) on the gold surface has been calculated and is
shown in Figure 3b.
We first obtained a topographic image of the grating (Figure

3c) by scanning it with a plasmonic tip. The image did not
show any major imperfections in the grating. Then, the
plasmonic tip was positioned in the center of the disk about 20
nm above the gold surface. The planar SPPs, excited by the
plasmonic tip, propagate toward the grating and is scattered by
the grating. The far-field image of the scattered planar SPPs,
recorded by an inverted microscope and a camera (lower part
of the experimental setup in Figure 3a), shows a bright ring

Figure 2. Side emission of a plasmonic tip in air. (a) Scheme of a longitudinal field at the tip apex, oscillating along the tip axis, generated by the
radially polarized conical SPP (fundamental SPP mode TM0). (b) Measured side emission pattern of a plasmonic tip with an apex radius of 125 nm
(overlaid with the tip scanning electron microscope image). The apex emission is the consequence of the localized TM0 SPP at the apex, resulting in
a longitudinal field. The yellow curve shows the intensity profile of the side emission image along the central line of the tip. Side emission is
measured with a 100×, NA = 0.75 objective (Zeiss).
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(Figure 3d). To check whether the scattered image originates
from the planar SPPs, we retracted the tip about 4 μm, which
resulted in vanishing of the bright ring at the location of the
innermost grooves. This fact confirms that the bright ring
originates from the planar SPPs generated by the apex near-
field. The radially asymmetric patterns can be caused by
scattering (by the grating) of the far-field emission originating
from the tip’s shaft (see previous chapter), slight off-center
positioning of the tip, and probably also tiny tilt of the tip.
Figure 3e shows the images taken with a polarization analyzer
placed in front of the charge-couple device (CCD), where the
analyzer transmission axis is indicated by yellow arrows and the
innermost groove with white dashed circles. Since the images
have two-lobe patterns that are oriented along the analyzer’s
transmission axis, one can claim that the far-field beam
generated by the grating is radially polarized. Hence, we can
deduce that the longitudinal component of the planar SPPs,
excited by the plasmonic tip, is also radially polarized and
radially symmetric.
Detection with a Plasmonic Tip via Radially Polarized

Conical SPP. The existence of a longitudinal field at the apex
of the plasmonic tip, when it is illuminated through the fiber,
implies that the plasmonic tip will be mostly sensitive to the
component of the external field that is parallel to the tip axis
when used for near-field detection. To study the detection
characteristics of a plasmonic tip, we scanned the tip over
tightly focused linearly (HE11, Gaussian shape) and radially
(TM01, doughnut shape) polarized beams and monitored the
“transmitted” as well as the “backscattered” signals (see Figure
4a and Methods). The term “transmitted” refers to the signal
detected by the plasmonic tip through the fiber, and the term
“backscattered” denotes the signal that is scattered backward
into free space and collected by the focusing objective.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 4b: the images

of the “backscattered” signals are in the first column; and those

of the “transmitted” signal are in the second column. The
images for the radially polarized excitation beam (TM01) are in
the first row, and the images for the Gaussian excitation (HE11)
are in the second row. When compared with the analytical
calculations44−46 of the transversal and longitudinal compo-
nents of the focused beams (Figure 4c), our experimental
results demonstrate that the measured “transmitted” signals
correspond to the longitudinal and the “backscattered” ones to
the transversal field component of the focused excitation
beams. Consequently, we conclude that the plasmonic tip is
sensitive to the longitudinal field acting as an apertureless tip in
collection mode and is sensitive to the transversal field in
backscattering mode (when the scattering direction is parallel
to the tip axis). In comparison, conventional sharp apertureless
scattering SNOM tips are sensitive only to the longitudinal
field, and fiber-based circular aperture SNOM tips are reported
mostly to be sensitive to the transversal field (see also refs 47
and 48).
At the focus, the transversal field component of the

calculated Gaussian beam is about 10× stronger than the
longitudinal field component. The two-lobe pattern in the
“transmitted” image of the scanned Gaussian beam emphasizes
that there is no direct transmission or photon tunneling across
the metallic film; otherwise, we would have detected a
Gaussian-shaped image in transmission due to the dominant
transversal field component.
The difference between the measured and the calculated

images is caused by the fact that the scanning plane of the tip is
not perfectly perpendicular to the beam axis (Supporting
Information, S7). The tip apex size (∼250 nm) also influences
the recorded images: the full-width at half-maximum (fwhm)
values of the focus in the transmission signals are slightly larger
than the fwhm values of the focus in the calculated focus
images. Comparison of the top two images in Figure 4b
obtained for TM01 mode suggests us that the transmitted

Figure 3. Excitation of a radially polarized planar SPP by a plasmonic tip. (a) Experimental setup that we use to position the tip at the center of a
bull’s eye grating and study the radially polarized planar SPP. (b) Calculated time-snapshot of SPP field ( e[Ez]

2) of the radially symmetric planar
SPP described by the Hankel function of 0th order (details in Supporting Information, S6). (c) Topographic image of the bull’s eye grating recorded
by the plasmonic tip. (d) Recorded charge coupled device (CCD) image of the SPP scattered by the bull’s eye grating. The innermost groove is
indicated by a white dashed circle. (e) Light scattered by the grating, imaged at different orientations of the polarization analyzer’s transmission axis
in front of the CCD camera. The transmission axis is indicated by yellow arrows, and the innermost groove is indicated by white dashed circles.
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signal (collected by the tip) is 10× stronger than the
backscattered one. Whereas, for the HE11 mode (lower two
images in Figure 4b), the situation is reversed: the back-
scattering signal is 3× stronger than the transmitted one.
To analyze the excited fiber mode, the plasmonic tip is

placed in the focus of the radially polarized beam, and the out-
coupled beam from the fiber is imaged on a CCD. The
polarization-resolved images in Figure 4d show that the WG
mode emitted from the fiber is radially polarized. Since there is
no direct tunneling through the metal layer (as we stated
shortly above), we can claim that the radially polarized conical
SPP (TM0), on the outer surface of the conical tip, excites this
WG mode. The energy of the radially polarized waveguide
mode is about 0.01% of the total focused beam energy. This
poor collection efficiency is mostly caused by the inefficient
excitation of a longitudinal field at the tip apex from far-field
(by the free-space focused beam). The propagation loss of the
SPP and the excitation efficiency of the fiber mode by coupling
to the conical SPP also contribute to the total collection
efficiency (for losses, see Supporting Information, S1).
Meanwhile, when the light is coupled to the fiber and emitted
through the tip, the measured conversion efficiency is ≈0.3%

while the theoretical estimation is ≈0.53% (formula 5 in
Supporting Information, S1).

■ DISCUSSION
We demonstrated, with our experimental study, the excitation
of the radially polarized SPP in a plasmonic tip (tapered and
fully metal coated M-profile fiber), which works as a conical
Kretschman configuration. The excitation process is based on
the resonant coupling of the radially polarized WG mode of an
M-profile fiber to the radially polarized SPP on the conical
metal layer covering the tapered fiber. The SPP gets localized at
the nanoscale apex producing a strong longitudinal field
oscillating along the tip axis.
We found that the plasmonic tip apex, due to the

longitudinal localized field at the apex, emits to the side. To
probe the near-field characteristics at the tip apex, we placed the
tip vertically on a planar metal surface and studied the planar
SPPs generated on the metal surface by the plasmonic tip. The
planar SPPs, originating from the position of the tip, propagate
to all radial directions on the planar surface. By scattering SPPs
with a grating, we measured the scattered beam, which was
shown to be radially polarized and radially symmetric. With this
experiment, we showed that the radially polarized WG mode in

Figure 4. Radially polarized conical SPP excited by a longitudinal field at the tip apex. (a) Experimental setup. The focused beam excites a
longitudinal field at the apex of the plasmonic tip which serves as a source of a radially polarized conical SPP originating from the apex. The SPP
propagating away from the apex resonantly couples to the waveguide mode which can be detected and analyzed at the free end of the fiber. PMT and
CCD denote photomultiplier tube and charge coupled device, respectively. (b) Measured “backscattered” (first column) and “transmitted” (second
column) images of the focused radially (TM01, first row) and linearly polarized (HE11, second row) beams. (c) Calculated intensities of the
transversal and longitudinal components of the focused beams. (d) CCD images of the waveguide mode, when the plasmonic tip is positioned in the
center of the focused radially polarized beam (yellow arrows indicate the transmission axis of the polarization analyzer). These images show that the
fiber mode is radially polarized.
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an M-profile fiber-based plasmonic tip generates a longitudinal
field at the apex via intermediate conical SPP excitation. We
also demonstrated the reverse process: an induced longitudinal
field at the plasmonic tip apex produces radially polarized WG
mode in the fiber via SPP excitation originating from the tip
apex. A focused laser beam generates a longitudinal field at the
plasmonic tip apex, which serves as a source of conical SPPs.
The conical SPPs in turn excite the WG mode in the fiber due
to the resonant coupling. Polarization-resolved measurements
proved that the fiber output is radially polarized; consequently,
the conical SPPs, which excited the WG mode, are also radially
polarized. By imaging a free space focused beam with the
plasmonic tip, we found that the tip decouples the longitudinal
and transversal fields; thus, the plasmonic tip can be used to
individually detect the intensities of three orthogonal field
components of the near-field simultaneously.
In summary, the plasmonic tip excites SPPs by its geometry

from a WG mode and confines them at the nanoscale apex, and
the calculations show that this energy conversion process is
quite efficient. In the collection mode, the tip detects the light
polarized along the tip axis (longitudinal field) despite being an
apertureless tip. In the scattering mode, the plasmonic tip
detects the transversal field. Potentially, the plasmonic tip can
efficiently excite and detect the near-field with strongly
suppressed background noise. Hence, by combining the best
features of apertureless and aperture SNOM tips, the plasmonic
tip promises to be a very good candidate for a SNOM tip with
higher conversion efficiency from far-field to near-field than
conventional tips. To realize the full potential of the plasmonic
tip, it is necessary to develop a technology for sharpening the
metallic tip apex that would then allow us to have enhanced
topographical and optical resolution. In conclusion, with our
experimental study, we expanded the well-known Kretschmann
configuration to the conical geometry and employed the
plasmonic tip that can be used as an SNOM tip for sensing the
longitudinal and transversal field components individually.

■ METHODS
Coupling of a Radially Polarized Beam into a

Plasmonic Tip Fiber. We generate a radially polarized beam
from a Gaussian beam (continuous wave laser operating at 784
nm) with a radial polarization converter (ArcOptix) in free
space. To reliably deliver a radially polarized free space beam
into the fiber with the plasmonic tip, we use a piece of
intermediate M-profile fiber. First, the free-space beam is
coupled into the intermediate M-profile fiber via an aspheric
lens (Supporting Information, Figure S4a). Then, we ensure
that the output of this fiber is radially polarized by recording
the output beam profile at different orientations of a
polarization analyzer that is placed in front of a CCD beam
profiler. Afterward, the facets of the intermediate M-profile
fiber and the plasmonic tip M-profile fiber are spliced. In
separate experiments (not presented here), we determined the
splicing parameters that allow transmission of the TM01
(radially polarized) mode through the spliced region with
high modal purity. On average, about 3.5 mW power is coupled
to the plasmonic tip fiber with coating thickness of about 130
nm.
In a symmetrically and adiabatically tapered plasmonic tip,

the radially polarized WG mode should conserve its polar-
ization state and should not couple to fundamental or higher
order WG modes.49,50 We explored the polarization state of the
guided mode within the tapered region of the plasmonic tip by

cross-sectioning the tip’s end with a focused ion beam (FIB)
and observing the transmitted beam. The transmission pattern
of the cross-sectioned plasmonic tip shows that the mode is
preserved down to an outer diameter of the fiber of 3 μm, with
only slight disturbances in the intensity profile (Supporting
Information, Figure S4b). We examined the mode’s polar-
ization state by measuring the intensity profile at different
orientations of the polarization analyzer, and the measurements
confirmed that the mode is radially polarized. This result
assures that the tapered fibers, which we use in our
experiments, can guide the radially polarized mode with
negligible distortion.

Near-Field Analysis of a Plasmonic Tip Apex. The near-
field of the plasmonic tip apex was analyzed with the setup
presented in Figure 3a. A tuning-fork-based SNOM operating
in shear-force feedback mode (NtegraSolaris, NT-MDT) is
employed to position the plasmonic tip in the center of the disc
and to control the distance between the tip apex and the disk
surface.
The bull’s eye grating, serving as a screen for observing the

planar SPPs via scattering, was fabricated on a 150 nm gold
layer deposited on a glass coverslip. It consists of a disk with a
diameter of 6.5 μm and five annular slits with a period of 765
nm (equal to the SPP wavelength) surrounding the disk, which
are milled by a focused ion beam (FIB) through the entire gold
thickness. The SPPs, excited in the middle of the disk,
propagate outward and are scattered by the slits into free-space
waves propagating perpendicular to the sample plane. The real-
space image of the scattered light from the other side of the
grating (metal/glass interface) is recorded on a CCD attached
to an inverted microscope (presented in the lower part of
Figure 3a) with a total magnification of 50 (consisting of an
objective with 20× and an axillary lens with 2.5×).

Detection with a Plasmonic Tip via Radially Polarized
Conical SPP. The reverse resonant excitation process (energy
transfer from the radially polarized conical SPP into the
waveguide mode of the fiber) is analyzed with a setup that is
sketched in Figure 4a. The plasmonic tip is handled in a tip-
scanning SNOM (NtegraSolaris, NT-MDT), and a free-space
beam is focused with a 100×, NA = 0.75 objective (Zeiss),
which can be translated in the axial direction with the help of a
nanopositioning piezo stage (PIFOC, Physik Instrumente
GmbH). The tip scans in the horizontal plane (xy) and signals
are recorded with photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) and a CCD.
We monitored the “transmitted” signal that is detected by the
plasmonic tip and the “backscattered” signal that is collected by
the focusing objective. We used about 0.3 mW laser power on
average for the free-space beam in these measurements, and the
signal level of the backscattered beam was below 50 nW. The
tip, used in this measurement, has a coating thickness of about
100 nm.
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